UrbanEvolutions:
The Fast, the Slow, and the Still
By GILLESDURANTON*

Withthe use of French and US data, new and systematicevidence is provided about
the rapid location changes of industries across cities (the fast). Cities are also
slowly moving up and down the urban hierarchy (the slow), while the size distribution of cities is skewed to the right and very stable (the still). The modelproposed
here reproducesthese threefeatures. Small, innovation-drivenshocks lead to the
churning of industries across cities. Then, cities slowly grow or decline following
net gains or losses of industries. These changes occur within a stable distribution.
The quantitativeimplications of the model are also explored. (JEL R12, R32)

A fundamentalbut much neglected issue in
urban development is the role played by the
churning of industries across locations. Jane
Jacobs (1970) provides early anecdotal evidence about what the key mechanisms at stake
might be. In the late nineteenth century, New
York City was the capital of the photographic
industry, whereas Rochester, New York, was
the leading city for precision instruments.
George Eastman, while working at improving
optical instruments in Rochester, invented an
emulsion-coating machine that enabled him to
mass-produce photographic dry plates. His
company soon took over the marketfor photographic film. As a consequence, Rochester replaced New York as the main center for the
industry.Rochester, 50 years later, was still the
capital of the US film industry, whereas New
York was that of the duplicationindustry.Then,
Haloid Company,a firmspecialized in the manufacturingof photographicpapersand operating
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in the shadow of EastmanKodak,came up with
a new process for making copies without the
need for developing. The process, called xerography, made Rochester the new capital of the
duplication industry in place of New York
(again), where the previous dominant technology, the varityper, was produced. These two
industriescame to representan importantpartof
Rochester's employment.
Section I presents novel and systematic evidence that there is indeed considerable industrial churningacross cities. Industriesmove and
cities experience rapid changes in the composition of their economic activity. This stylized
fact, the fast, is closely related to two betterknown features of urban evolutions: the slow,
where cities move slowly up and down the
distributionof city sizes as they grow or decline
relative to other cities; and the still, where the
size distributionsof cities tend to be stable over
time and skewed to the right.
The model in Section II provides microeconomic foundations for the churning of industries across cities. Formally, it embeds an
extension of Gene M. Grossman and Elhanan
Helpman's (1991) quality ladder model in an
urban framework. In each industry, research
firms try to invent the next step up the quality
ladder in order to reap monopoly profits. Research firms may be successful in their own
industry or may develop a new leading quality
in anotherindustry.Local spillovers induce research firms in an industry to co-locate with
production in the same industry and in most
industries, successful innovators need to start
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producing where they did their research. This
implies that own-industryinnovationslead to a
change of monopoly but to no change of location for an industry.By contrast,cross-industry
innovationsimply not only a change of monopoly but also, typically, a change of location,
since the old and new monopoliesare not generally located in the same city. Hence, innovationdrivenshocksprovidethe basisfor the growthand
decline of cities so that urbanevolutions result
from the aggregation of small industry-level
shocks.
The results derived in Section III show that,
over a specific time period, a city typically
experiences employment gains in some sectors
and losses in others. Since gains and losses
partially offset each other, net employment
changes in cities are smallerthangross employment flows, and cities move slowly up and
down the size distribution.Furthermore,these
changes occur within an approximatelystable
right-skewed distribution of city sizes. Hence
the model can replicate the three stylized facts
above.
The quantitativepredictionsof the model are
explored in Section IV using simulations. The
model is calibratedto replicate French and US
city-size distributions.The simulationsapproximate the US distributionwell. The model does
better than Zipf's law according to a natural
efficiency criterion.' For France, the performance is also good. Interestingly,the model can
replicate the nonregularfeatures of the French
and US Zipf's curves like their concavity, although it exaggerates them.
These systematic deviations can be reduced
or eliminated altogetherby considering a natural extension of the model. In Section V, the
returnsto innovative activities in cities are affected by theirsize: positively,through(reducedform) dynamic agglomeration economies, and
negatively, throughcrowding. When agglomeration economies dominate crowding, the probability of innovating in a city increases more
than proportionatelyto its size. This reducesthe
Zipf's coefficient in the uppertail and increases
it in the lower tail. Under empiricallyplausible
values for the trade-off between agglomeration
'
Zipf's law refers to the well-known empirical claim
that the size distributionof cities follows a Pareto distribution with unitaryexponent. See below for more information.
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economies and crowding (Stuart S. Rosenthal
and William C. Strange2004), it is possible to
replicatethe US and Frenchurbansystems very
closely.
There is a large urbangrowth literaturethat
builds on the trade-off between agglomeration
economies and crowding (see Marcus Berliant
and Ping Wang 2004, or J. Vernon Henderson
2006, for surveys). Like this paper, this literature often views purposefulinnovative activity
as a key engine of urbangrowth. Its main emphasis, however, is on how the growth process
depends on urban agglomeration, and vice
versa, an issue that is intentionally left aside
here. On the other hand, the spatial churningof
industries, the slow mobility of cities in the
urbanhierarchy,and their heterogeneityin population size are usually neglected in this
literature.2
A second important strand of literature,
which dates back to HerbertSimon (1955), has
sought to generatedistributionsof city sizes that
would obey Zipf's law. This literature,recently
revived by the work of Xavier Gabaix (1999), is
successful at generatingrealistic and stable distributions of city sizes with some mobility
within them. It has two main limitations.First,it
ignores the churningof industriesacross cities,
the main focus of this paper. Second, and more
subtly, urban evolutions in this literatureare
driven by ad hoc exogenous shocks: amenity
shocks in Gabaix (1999), preference shocks in
Juan-CarlosC6rdoba (2003), and productivity
shocks in Jan Eeckhout (2004) and Esteban
Rossi-Hansbergand Mark L. J. Wright (forthcoming). By contrast,the model presentedhere
offers detailed microeconomic foundations for
technology shocks.3Such microeconomicfoundations are importantbecause these shocks are
2 A possible
exception is Duranton and Diego Puga
(2001), who examine the movements of firms from diversified to specialized cities in steady state. Their focus is
nonetheless different, since churning occurs across cities
that keep the same populationand sectoral structure.
3 In a
companion paper (Duranton 2006), a Zipf's law
model with detailed microeconomic foundations is proposed. This companion paper builds on the productproliferationmodel of endogenousgrowth (Paul M. Romer 1990)
instead of its qualityladderversion. This companionmodel
is unable to deal with the churningof industries-a crucial
focus of the present paper-since existing industriesnever
move. Furthermore,this Zipf's law model does not examine
the higher moments of the city size distribution,nor does it
examine quantitativelythe deviations from Zipf's law.
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the fundamentaldrivers of the distributionof
city sizes in steady state. Furthermore,sound
foundations for these shocks should provide
importantguidance for future empirical work
by telling us where and how to look for the
ultimate sources of urbangrowth.
The rest of the paperis organizedas follows.
Section I provides systematic evidence about
the three stylized facts mentioned above. Section II proposes a simple benchmarkmodel. It is
solved in Section III, where its main qualitative
features are discussed. Simulations results are
discussed in Section IV. The benchmarkmodel
is thenenrichedin SectionV, wheremorerealistic
urbanassumptionsareintroduced.Finally,the last
section containssome conclusions.
I. Three StylizedFacts about City Sizes
A. The Fast
Detailed evidence about the fast, the slow,
and the still of urbanevolutions is providedfor
French and US cities. For the United States, I
use employment data from the US Census Bureau County Business Patternsfor 272 metropolitan areas between 1977 and 1997 at the
level of 70 two-digit sectors, and population
data for the same units from the US Census.4
For France, I used the Enquete Structuredes
Emplois from the FrenchInstitutefor National
Statistics. French employment data are collected at the level of 96 two-digit sectors for
plants with more than 20 employees and are
available for 217 French metropolitan areas
from 1985 to 1993.5
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It is useful to start with a comparisonof the
location patternsof populationand employment
in selected industries in the largest US cities
between 1977 and 1997. The first two columns
of Table 1 rankthe ten largest US metropolitan
areas in 1977 and indicate in brackets their
changes in ranking with 1997. Changes over
this 20-year period were small, with only the
growth of the San Francisco area and the decline of Cleveland to be noted. This can be
contrastedwith the much larger changes in employment rankings for three large industries in
the next three columns. In apparels(a low-tech
industry),most cities changed rank. Sometimes
the movements were quite large, with Washington losing 7 places while San Francisco gained
12. In transportationequipment(a mid-tech industry),there was some stabilityat the very top
(though big changes in absolute employment),
but New York and Cleveland dramatically
moved from thirdto twenty-thirdand from sixth
to twenty-first, respectively. Finally, instruments (a high-tech industry) also exhibits substantial changes over the 1977-1997 period.
Overall,Table 1 suggests much more variability
for sectoralemploymentthan for aggregatepopulation.This is shown formallyby the last row of
the table,which sums all rankvariations.
To examine the spatialchurningof industries
in greaterdetail, an index of gross employment
reallocation across sectors within each city c
can be definedfollowing the literatureon industry dynamics (Steven J. Davis and John C.
Haltiwanger1998). For each US city, this index
averages yearly relative employmentgains and
losses over all sectors and years:
(1)

Churn,

4 County-level data are aggregated into Metropolitan

Statistical Areas/ConsolidatedMetropolitanStatistical Areas outside New England and into New England County
MetropolitanAreas in New England using year 2000 definitions. To look at churning,one needs sector-level data by
location, which are publicly available only at the county
level. Hence documentingthe fast one is restrictedto the
largest units, that is, metropolitanareas, which are counties
or aggregatesof counties. However, to explore some implications of the model regardingcity size distribution,it is
betterto use a more complete sample of cities. This is what
I do below, where sector-level informationis not needed.
Consistent definitions are used throughoutthe paper.
5 The possible (minor) problemscaused by the employment cutoff are discussed in Pierre-Philippe Combes,
Thierry Magnac, and Jean-MarcRobin (2004), who also
provide a more detailed description of these data. There
were some data problems in 1988 in 15 cities. I excluded

1
20 x 70

1996
l

70

e(,

t = 1977 z = 1

t + 1) ec(t)

ec(z, /)

wheree,(z, t) (>0) is employmentin metropolitan areac and sectorz for year t. It is also
usefulto computean indexof employmentre-

them here (but will use their population data below when
looking at the distributionof city sizes in France). Finally,
note that only a short time period is available because of
data problems in 1984 and a change of industrialclassification in 1994.
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TABLE 1-RANKINGS AND CHANGESFORTHETEN LARGESTUS METROPOLITAN
AREAS, 1977 AND 1997

Rank in 1977 (and change in rank
between 1977 and 1997)
New York
Los Angeles
Chicago
Washington
Philadelphia
Boston
Detroit
San Francisco
Cleveland
Dallas
Total rank variation

Total
population

Apparel

1(0)
2 (0)
3 (0)
4 (0)
5 (+1)
6 (+1)
7 (+1)
8 (-3)
9 (+5)
10 (-1)
(12)

1 (+1)
2 (-1)
11(-3)
13 (+7)
3 (+3)
4 (0)
10 (0)
15 (-12)
18 (+26)
5 (+4)
(57)

Transportation
equipment

Instruments

3 (+20)
2 (0)
8 (+4)
29 (+8)
13 (-3)
17 (+24)
1(0)
9 (0)
6 (+15)
7 (-2)
(76)

2(+2)
5 (-3)
4 (+5)
16 (-6)
7 (+4)
3 (-2)
20(-1)
6 (-3)
12(+6)
13 (-5)
(37)

Notes: The first numberin each column is the 1977 ranking(among 272 metropolitanareas).It is followed (in parentheses)
by the change in rankingbetween 1977 and 1997 (where an increase is a decline). The final row sums the absolutevalue of
all the changes above. All calculationsuse the year 2000 definitionof US metropolitanareas.Columns 3 to 5 give the ranking
(and the 1977-1997 change) for total employment in SIC23 (apparel and other textile products), SIC37 (transportation
equipment), and SIC38 (instrumentsand related products).
Source: US Census, County Business Patterns,and author'scalculations.

areaover
allocationfor each US metropolitan
the 1977-1997period:
1
(2) AEmpc=

1996

20

t

1977

lec(t

+ 1) - ec(t)I
()ec

is total employmentin city c for year
where
ec(t)
t. Similar indices can be defined for French
cities between 1985 and 1993 by changing the
number of sectors and years.
is expected to be larger
By definition, Churnm
than AEmpc.The interestingquestion is by how
much. The difference Chumrn- AEmpc is
called "excess sector churning."For the index
of gross city employment reallocation across
sectors, Churnm,the averages are 8.26 percent
for US cities and 11.40 percent for French cities. They are more than twice as large as the
averages of AEmpc,which are 4.10 percent for
US cities and 5.20 percent for French cities.
There is, thus, a large amount of excess sector
churning and in this sense the movement of
industries across cities is fast compared to the
slow movement of cities.
When repeating the same exercise for only
manufacturingsectors, I found an average of
9.81 percent for Churnmand 4.82 percent for
AEmpc in the United States. The figures for
Franceare 12.24 and 6.62 percent,respectively.
This points at more sectoralmobility when only
manufacturingsectors are considered.

All of this churningcannotbe the resultof
sectoral change. To see this, an index of
changesin sectoralemploymentat the national
level can be computed:
(3)

ASecEmp
70

1

20
20

x

1996

70
70

t = 1977 z

0

le(z,t + 1) - e(z,t)I
1

e(t)

where e(z, t) is employment in sector z for all
metropolitanareas in year t. Calculationsshow
that ASecEmpis very close to 5 percentfor both
France and the United States.6
To complementthis analysis, I used Markov
transitionmatricesfor employment across areas
in each sector. For each US metro area, I used
sectoral employment in 1977, 1982, 1987,
1992, and 1997. For these years, the distribution
of employmentfor each sector was divided into
four quartiles and the maximum likelihood
probability of moving between them was
computed.A convenient way to summarizethe
6
More disaggregatedstudies typically indicate that sectoral change accounts for only a tiny part of the observed
employment churning (Davis and Haltiwanger 1998). In
this respect, and in absence of more detailed sectoral divisions, sectoral churningwill be underestimatedsince many
changes of employment within finely defined sectors will
wash out at a more aggregatedlevel.
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is to computethemeanfirstpassage
information
time from the lowest quartileto the highest.
Thiscorresponds
to the expectedtimea city in
the lowest quartiletakesto reachthe highest
quartileof employmentin the sector(see Duncan BlackandHenderson2003 for details).In
the UnitedStates,the cross-sectoraverageof
mean firstpassagetime is 277 years.Despite
relativelyshortperiodsof five years,the transition matricesare stationary
at a 5-percentconfidencelevel for 66 of 70 sectors(includingall
sectors).
manufacturing
Thismeanfirstpassagetimeof 277 yearsfor
sectors should be comparedto a mean first
passagetime of 1,428yearsfor the population
of US metropolitanareas(see below for details).Viewed differently,over a five-yearpeareasin the
riod,97.1 percentof metropolitan
top quartileremainin the same cell, whereas
90.1 percentdo so in the bottomquartile.For
industriesin cities, the correspondingfigures
aremuchlowerat,on average,89.3 percentand
75.1 percent,respectively.7This suggeststhat
the mobilityof employmentin sectorsis much
fasterthanthatof city population.
A secondinteresting
featureis thatdownward
mobilityis faster thanupwardmobility.The
meanfirstpassagetimefromthe top cell to the
bottomis only 176years,showingthatwithina
sectorit takeslongerto reachthetopthanto fall
fromit. Interestingly,
thisfasterdownwardmois
driven
of factorsconsistent
a
number
bility
by
withthemodelbelow.First,sectorscanliterally
fall fromgracein somecities.Everyfive years,
1.5 percentof city sectorsin the top decilefall
to the bottom,whereasless than 1 percentdo
the opposite.Second,moremobilityat the bottomof the distribution
impliesthatanyprogression is easily reversed.Finally(andconsistent
withthemodelbelow),notethatcitieswithvery
little employmentin some industriestend to
remainwith very littleemployment.
The same exercise can be conductedfor
France,using 1985,1989,and1993.Giventhat

the populationthresholdfor Frenchcitiesin the
datais verylow andthatthereis a thresholdof
20 employeesper plant, there are too many
zeroesfor the analysisto be conductedmeaningfullywiththe entireset of Frenchdata.The
to thelargest100cities
sampleis thusrestricted
andto the 32 industriesfor whichless than25
percentof these cities have zero employment.
The meanfirstpassagetime is 207 yearsfrom
bottomto top,andstationarity
is notrejectedin
29 industries.Thisis muchfasterthanthemean
first passage time for city employment(446
years).As in the UnitedStates,downwardmobility is also faster than upwardmobility (a
meanfirstpassagetimeof 154 yearsinsteadof

7
Obviously these figuresdepend on the cutoffs. Taking
a more restrictive set of cutoffs (say the fifth, fifteenth,and
fourtieth centile instead of the twenty-fifth, fiftieth, and
seventy-fifth) yields longer mean first passage times (427
years for sectors and 4,027 years for city population).However, the much faster relative mobility of city sectors is
robust to the choice of cutoff. If anything, taking smaller
cells at the top magnifies the results reportedabove.

8
Using a radically different approachfor US states between 1972 and 1992, Guy Dumais, Glenn Ellison, and
Edward L. Glaeser (2002) find very small changes in the
geographic concentrationof most industries,but very significant changes in where they concentrate.This again suggests that industries,even the more concentratedones, are
quite mobile over time. These results are confirmed by
Salvador Barrios et al. (2005) for two Europeancountries.

207).

These findingsare consistentwith previous
work by Black and Henderson(1999). They
computemean first passage times for three
high-techandthreecapitalgoods sectorsacross
US metropolitanareas(using a differentdata
source).They find thatthe meanfirstpassage
fromthebottomto the topcell is on average90
years for high-techsectorsand 150 years for
capitalgoodssectors.In a moresystematicanalysis of industrymobilityacrosscities,Mohammad Arzaghiand JamesC. Davis (2005) also
obtain results that are consistentwith those
computedhere.8In detailedindustrystudies,
Mark Beardsell and Henderson(1999) and
NancyE. WallaceandDonaldW. Walls(2004)
examinethe locationpatternsof the US informationtechnologyindustryover time. Despite
differenttime framesand differentdefinitions
for this industry,both studiesfind substantial
turbulence.
Accordingto BeardsellandHenderson (1999), mean firstpassagetime from the
lowestto the highestcell (of four)for a typical
US metropolitan
areais only 39 years.In their
detailedexaminationof employmentchanges
by locationbetween 1989 and 2002, Wallace
andWalls(2004)findbothbig winnersandbig
losers. While employmentgrew nationallyby
20 percentin the industryover thatperiod,it
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DC,
grewby nearlyhalformorein Washington,
San Francisco,and Atlanta,despitetheirhigh
initialbases.Conversely,Dutchess,New York,
andColoradoSprings(twenty-first
andtwentythirdin 1989)lost roughlyhalfof theiremploymentin thissectoroverthesameperiod.All this
suggests,again,substantial
industrymobility.

MARCH2007

ployment churning"and is equal to 1.34 percent
for the United States and 1.88 percent for
France. Put differently,employmentchanges in
cities are about50 percentlargerthanthey need
to be to accommodatethe changes in aggregate
metropolitanemployment.
C. The Still

B. TheSlow
These high levels of industrychurningmust
be contrasted
withmuchslowerchangesin citywide employment.In their analysis of 39
Frenchcitiesbetween1876and 1990,Jonathan
EatonandZviEckstein(1997)useMarkovtransitionmatrices.Theyassessmobilitydirectlyby
lookingattheoff diagonalterms.Theyfindthat
about20 percentof cities changecell (among
six) every 20 years or so-arguably a small
proportion.Black and Henderson(2003) also
find fairly low levels of mobilityfor 282 US
metropolitanareas between 1900 and 1990,
sinceonly about15 percentof themchangecell
(amongfive) everyten years.
To completethis evidenceand to providea
benchmarkfor the figuresaboutindustrymomatrixanalbilityreportedabove,thetransition
ysis can be repeatedfor city-leveldata. The
mean firstpassagetime is 1,428 yearsfor the
Inboth
UnitedStatesand446 yearsforFrance.9
cases, this implies far less mobilitythan for
sectors.Despite slowermobility,some aggregate employmentchurningis nonethelessobserved.To evidencethis, the averageindexof
areas
employmentchangesfor US metropolitan
(see equation(2)) is comparedto an index of
employmentchangefor all metroareas:
(4) A UrbEmp =

1
20=

1996 e(t + 1) e(t)
t =197

1977

e(t)
e(t)

where e(t) is the employmentof all metropolitan
areas in year t. A similar index can be defined
for France between 1985 and 1993. AUrbEmp
is equal to 2.77 percent for the United States
and 3.32 percent for France. The difference
between (2) and (4) can be called "excess em-

9 These two figures cannotbe compareddirectly because
the size thresholdsdiffer widely for the two countries.Note
also that, in both cases, stationarityis not rejected.

To examine the stability of size distribution
of French urban areas, Eaton and Eckstein
(1997) use three different approaches. After
normalizing the overall French urban population, they firstcomputethe Lorenz curves of the
spatial Gini coefficients for French urbanareas
for each census year. The Lorenz curves are
remarkably close to each other. Second, for
each year of data they estimate

(5)
log Rankc= Constant - Clog Sizec + error,,
where c is a subindex for cities. They find that
C, the Zipf's coefficient,remains approximately
constant over time. Finally, they assume that
cities follow a first-orderMarkov transitionprocess, estimate the transition probabilities between differentsize cells, andcomputethe ergodic
probabilitydistribution.This ergodic distribution
is very close to the currentdistribution.
For US metropolitanareas, Black and Henderson (2003) find that their probabilitydistribution function in 1990 is remarkablyclose to
that in 1900. When estimating equation (5) for
each decade, the Zipf's coefficient is close to
constant over time. Black and Henderson
(2003) estimate transitions probabilities for a
Markov process as well. Like Eaton and Eckstein (1997) on French data, they find that the
1990 distributionis very close to the ergodic
distribution. These findings broadly confirm
those of Linda HarrisDobkins and Yannis M.
loannides (2000), who use different US data.
D. Some Links
The link between the last two stylized facts,
the still and the slow, is straightforward.Cities can be thought of as experiencing population shocks within a steady-state distribution.
The link between industry mobility and city
population changes deserves closer scrutiny.
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Populationchangesin cities couldwell be the
consequenceof local industryshocks,but this
neednotbe the case.Causalitycouldin principle run in the oppositedirection.Anecdotal
evidencesuggestsnonethelessthattechnology
shocks in industriesconstitutean important
channelfor urbangrowthanddecline.Extreme
examplesinclude,amongothers,the demiseof
the steel industryin Pittsburghandthe rise of
Internet-related
industriesin SanJose.
Beyond anecdotal evidence, Edward N.
Coulson(1999) andGeraldA. Carlino,Robert
H. DeFina,andKeithSill (2001)providemore
systematicevidence on the role of industry
shocksto explainUS metropolitan
employment
fluctuations.
to
Usinga timeseriesmethodology
and
common
shocks
sector-level
disentangle
shocks locally, both papersattributean overto the latwhelmingshareof local fluctuations
ter.Thesefindingscomplement
thoseof Olivier
JeanBlanchardandLawrenceF. Katz(1992),
is the main
showingthatin- andout-migration
channelof adjustmentto local shocks in US
states.
II. The Model
The model is a variation of Grossman and
Helpman's (1991) quality ladder model of

growthwhichis embeddedbelow in an urban
framework.Consideran economywith a large

(6)

u(t)

" -1

z=1

log

203

J(z,t)

q,(z)d,(z,t) ,

Lj=

wheredj(z,t) is the consumption
of qualityj of

good z at time t, andj(z, t) its highest available
quality at time t. For reasons made clear below,
location indices can be ignored for the time

is
being.Totalexpenditure
n j(z,t)

(7)

E(t) -

pj(z, t)dj(z, t),

z=lj=l

wherepj(z, t) is the priceof qualityj of good z
at time t. The objectiveof consumersis to
maximizethe discountedsum of their future
instantaneous
utilities

(8)

U

cu(7)e-PT dT,
0

subjectto the intertemporal
budgetconstraint
(9)

J'E(r)e-R()

dr 5 W(O),

whereR(7)is the cumulativeinterestfactorbe-

tween 0 and 7,and W(0)is the net presentvalue
of the stream of income plus the initial asset
each
number
of
of
which
n,
industries,
(discrete)
holdings at t = 0.
one
that
The maximizationof the consumers'program
can
be
produces good
potentially supQual- can be performedin two stages. First, allocate
pliedin an infinitenumberof qualities.10
instantaneousexpenditure,E(t), to maximizeu(t)
ity j of good z is given by qj(z) = 8', with 8 >
1. At time t = 0, the quality of all goods is
and then choose the intertemporalallocationof
normalized to unity so that any good must be
expenditure.The maximizationof instantaneous
times
to
reach
improvedj
qualityj. Quality utility (6) for any positive level of consumption
stemfromresearchinvestments, expenditureimplies equal shares of expenditure
improvements
which are describedbelow.
acrossindustries.Then,to solve for the allocation
of expenditurewithin industries,define J(z, t)
A. Preferences
Argminj_(z,ot(pj(z,t)/qj(z)),the qualityof good z
for whichthe ratioof priceto qualityis the lowest.
Considera populationof long-livedhouse- WhenJ(z, t) is unique(andit is so in equilibrium),
holds whose mass is normalizedto one and demandin industryz is then given by
whose instantaneousutility is given by

10

(10) dj(z, t) =

Here, there is a small difference with Grossmanand
Helpman (1991): a discrete set of industries instead of a
continuum. This prevents the law of large numbers from
applying at the level of individualcities.

E(t)
forj = J(z, t),
npj(z, t)
0
otherwise.

Insertingthesedemandsinto (6) yields
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(11)

u(t)=-=n

[log E(t) - log n
z=

+ log qj(z, t) - log pj(z, t)],

unique qualityleader,this leader is also the only
active firm in the industry:j(z, t) = J(z, t).
Using p = Sw and pd = 1, the profit of any
industry leader is thus
(13)

wherepj(z, t) and qj(z, t) are the price and
qualityof J(z, t), respectively.Equation(11)
cannow be usedto solvethe optimalconsumption pathwhose solutionis characterized
by
(12)

E/E = R - p,

together with the budget constraintand a transversality condition. After normalizingtotal expenditure E(t) to n through the choice of
numeraire,equation (12) implies R = p, that is,
the nominal interest rate is always equal to the
subjective discount rate.
B. Technology
As is standardin quality ladder models of
growth, there is competition in each industryto
innovate and occupy the next step up the quality
ladder.Researchis performedby researchfirms
(which produce no output in equilibrium).Any
successful innovator is rewardedwith a patent
giving it a monopoly right over the production of this quality, j(z,
This patent can").
not be licensed, and it expires
only when yet
another successful innovator manages to develop the following quality step. Thus, there is
free entry among price-setting oligopolists for
qualities below j(z, t). In all industries and
irrespectiveof quality, producersneed one unit
of labor to produce one unit of good.
Free entry and unit marginalcosts imply that
for any nonleadingquality,j < j(z, t), the price,
pj(z, t), is equal to the wage rate, w(t). Together
with (10), this implies that any quality leader in
industryz has a revenue pf(z, t)df(z, t) = E(t)/
n = 1 when pf(z, t)/qJ(z, t) < pf- l(Z, t)/qJ-I(z,
t), that is, when pf(z, t) - 6w(t). Prices above
8w(t) imply zero demand for the industry's
leading quality. Hence, with unit elastic demand, any industryleader maximizes its profits
by selling its quality at the limit price p = 6w.
Since the assumptions about product development ensure that in every industry there is a
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r = (p - w)d = 1

1
*
8

There is free entry in the race to be the next
leader in each industry. A research firm k in
industry z, by investing Ak(z) units of research
labor for a time intervalof length dt to work on
the highest existing quality,j(z, t), succeeds in
inventing the next step up the quality ladderin
this industry,j(z, t) + 1, with probabilityI3Xkdt.
Thus, as in Grossman and Helpman (1991),
research firms use the state-of-the-arttechnology J(z, t) in an industryas a base to invent the
next step up the quality ladder in the same
industry.11
There is, however, a slight difference with
Grossman and Helpman's (1991) framework
regarding the research technology. A research
effort targeted at improving industry z may be
successful, not only in this particularindustry
(as just described),but also in any otherindustry because of serendipityin the researchprocess. FredericM. Scherer (1984) provides very
strong empirical support regarding the pervasiveness of such cross-industry innovations.12
Formally, a research firm k in industry z, by
investing Ak(z)units of research labor over dt,
succeeds in inventing the next step up the quality ladder in industry z' 0 z with probability
yAkdtwith y < 3.

" As in most
endogenous growth models, innovations
have both a privategood dimension (patenting)and a public
good aspect (increaseof own-industrystock of knowledge).
Note, also, that without any cost advantage in research,
industryleaders do not attemptto innovate since, in case of
success, the incrementalprofit would be less than that of a
new entrant. Thus, in equilibrium, research is performed
only by would-be entrants.
12 So far, after the choice of a discrete numberof industries as opposed to a continuum, this is only the second
difference with Grossman and Helpman (1991). In their
setting, none of these differenceswould change theirresults
in any meaningful way. In a spatial setting, however, the
possibility of cross-industryinnovations is crucial to allow
a research firm located in a given city to "capture"an
industrylocated in anothercity, and thus provides a reason
for city size to change.
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In total, a researchfirmk in industryz, which
invests Ak(z)over dt, expects to invent the next
step up the quality ladder in industry z with
probability 3Ak(z)dtand in each of the other
industries with probability yhk(z)dt. After denoting A(z) -= f Ak(z)dk, the sum of all research
investmentsmade by researchfirms in industry
z, the probabilityof an innovation taking place
in industryz over dt is L(z)dt,where

(14)

L(z)- p3A(z)+ y

>

A(z').

z',Z

Note that this probabilityincreases in both the
industryand the aggregateresearchefforts.13
For the sake of clarity, the assumptionspresented here stick as closely as possible to the
canonical model of Schumpeteriangrowth developed by Grossman and Helpman (1991): a
multi-industrymodel where firms compete and
invest in researchin orderto reap the monopoly
profits associated with the highest quality. Selfsustaining and nonexplosive growth is possible
since new innovationsare neithermore difficult
nor easier than past ones. This well-known
model can now be embedded in a very simple
urbansetting.
C. Cities
Consider m cities across which final goods
are freely tradable.Thereare many more industries than cities: n > m. Workers are freely
mobile, and there are neither advantages nor
costs to city size so that any city can accommodate any number of workers at zero cost. This
last assumptionis relaxed in Section V.
Regarding research,recall that a quality improvement in an industry requires the knowledge associatedwith the leading quality.In turn,
this knowledge is available only to research
firms located in the same city as the industry
leader. A possible justification is that one may
13
On a more technicalnote, we consider only the case of
a single innovation taking place between t and t + dt.
Following a classical reasoningin the literature,the case of
two or more innovationstaking place between t and t + dt
can be neglected. Formally, the probability of exactly k
innovationhappeningover dt is given by (Ldt)ke-d't/k!.
The
time interval dt can be made arbitrarily small. Consequently, the probabilityof two or more innovations taking
place between t and t + dt can be neglected since it is a
function of (dt)2 and terms of higher order.
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learn about leading technologies only by observing how industry leaders produce, through
small talk with workersinvolved in production,
or by being involved indirectlyin productionas
supplier. All this requires physical proximity.
This assumptionof local knowledge spillovers
has received ample empirical support. (See
Rosenthal and Strange (2004) for a review of
the literature.)
Turning to the location of production, note
that a mechanism is needed to allow industries
to change location. The possible mobility of all
industriesmay, however, lead cities to lose all
their industries and thus fall into a zero population trap. The simplest way to satisfy these
modeling requirementsis to assume that each
industry is of one of two types:first-nature or
second-nature.
First-nature industries are immobile. They
provide both a first-naturejustification for the
existence of cities and a way by which to identify them. For simplicity, each city hosts one
such industry. Any successful innovator in a
first-natureindustry, if located in a different
city, must then relocate at no cost to implement
its innovation. One may think of some natural
advantages, like a primary resource, that tie
these industries to some particularcities. For
instance, any improvement in coal extraction
can be implementedonly close to coal fields.
The remaining n - m industries are labeled
second-nature,in the sense thatproductionmust
take place where the last quality innovation
occurred. A possible justification for this assumption is that, in this type of industries, the
productionof the highest qualitydependson the
many workers who took part in the innovation.
Although they are individually freely mobile,
coordinatingthe relocationof these workersto a
particularcity may be difficult.14In this respect,
note that in many industries where quality innovations are rather complex, such as in the
electronics industry, the highest-quality products are nearlyalways manufacturedclose to the
research centers where they were developed
(see MasahisaFujitaand Ryoichi Ishii 1998 for
evidence regardingJapaneseelectronics firms).
In summary, first-natureindustries are "anchors" that prevent cities from disappearing,

14 Alternatively, assume that state-of-the-artknowledge
is too complex to be codified and exported to anothercity.
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whereas second-natureindustriesprovide a reason for the growth and decline of cities.15
III. Steady-StateGrowthand City Size
Distribution
A. Steady-StateEconomic Growth
In absence of costs or benefits to city size,
profits are independentof location. The model
can thus be solved for research and growth
independentlyfrom the urbanstructure.Denote
by v the stock market value of an industry
leader. If this stock market value is the same
across industries(which is the case at the symmetric equilibrium), then firm k, at a cost of
whk(z)dt,can expect to win (P + (n - 1)y) X
Ak(Z)X vdt. Profit maximization by research
firms implies that, in equilibrium,
w
(15)
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v=

P + (n- 1)y

Turning to the stock market valuation of
firms, industryleaders pay a dividend 7rdtover
the period dt since their profits are not reinvested in research. The value of an industry
leader appreciatesby idt when no researchfirm
succeeds in inventing the next step up the quality ladder. This occurs with probability 1 t(z)dt. In the opposite case, when an innovation
takes place in the industry, the value of its
leader goes to zero. This loss of v occurs with
probability L(z)dt. Summing these terms (and
neglecting the terms in (dt)2) implies that the
(instantaneous)expected yield for a shareholder
is 7r + vi- L(z)v.Investing in any firm is risky,
but perfect diversificationis possible since there
is always one leader, so that profitis constantin
each industry. Hence, firms are valued so that
their expected stock market return is equal to

15 Although this dichotomy between first- and secondnature industries may seem a bit extreme, it captures in a
stylized way the existing opposition between knowledgedriven and more footloose industries,on the one hand, and
those boundby naturalresources,on the other.Several other
mechanisms could have generatedresults, similar to those
below, albeit in a more complicated way. For instance, the
existence of a durablestock of housing with the possibility
of luring away a few industries(at a small cost) would also
prevent cities from disappearing.

the safe interestrate, R, which is itself equal to
the subjective discount rate, p. Consequently
IT+

(16)

L(z)

V

=

p.

Equations(13), (15), and(16) implythe followingno-arbitrage
equation:
(17)

-+

(
w
1 + (n 1(Z)+
1)p.

p.

In steady state, equations(14)-(16) imply a
symmetricresearcheffort in all industries:
A(z) = A. The aggregateprobabilityof an innovationtakingplace in an industryis then
L(z)= L= (p + (n - 1)y)A.Afterinsertingthis
in equation(17), rearranging
yieldsthe following differentialequation guiding (nominal)
wages:
1

(18)

A-= P +

iw
-1
(n - )y w

1

1
ww

P + (n - l)y'
This no-arbitragecondition is such that higher
wages, which make research more expensive,
have a negative effect on employment in research. Furthermore,a higher efficiency of research (p or y) raises returnsto this activity and
thus employmenttherein.Finally, an increasein
the discount rate, p, is equivalent to an increase
in interestrate.This lowers the net presentvalue
of future profits and thus reduces employment
in research.
The model is closed by equatinglabormarket
demand and supply. Recall that each monopoly
employs 1/(8w) units of labor and that research
employment is the same in all industries.Consequently, aggregate labor demand is equal to
n[1/(Sw) + A]. Since aggregate labor supply is
inelastic and equal to one, labor marketclearing
implies
(19)

A=

1

1

n

8w

The evolutionof the economyis depictedin
Figure 1. The (NN) locus is the no-arbitrage
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In steadystate,theinstantaneous
of
probability
an innovation
takingplacein theeconomyovera
(14),thisis equal
perioddtis tndt.Usingequation
to (p + (n - 1)A)ndt,
withAgivenby (21).Each
innovationthenincreasesthe aggregatequalityadjusted
outputby (6 - 1)/n.Aftersimplification,
the expectedgrowthrate,g, of quality-adjusted
outputin the economyoverdt is

r1
(N)

1
n

(L)

(22)

S

0
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(L!

goutput=

lnX

8-1
n

w
(N)

FIGURE 1. DETERMINATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM

condition (18) undervi = 0, and the (LL) locus
is the labor marketclearingcondition (19). The
economy must always lie along (LL) for the
labor market to clear. For values of w below
(NN), wages and research employment would
fall to zero. Since expenditureis constant, expected profits must rise above researchcosts, a
contradictionwith free entryin research.A similar argument applies for values of w above
(NN). The economy must thus always be in
steady state at point S.
The steady-state values of w and A solve
equations (18) and (19) with vw= 0:

p
- +1
+
n /3 + (n(21) Ax=-n ( 1-1 8
\

This expected growthrate is increasingwith the
size of the quality improvements,6. There is a
direct effect caused by larger quality improvements and an indirect effect, whereby larger
improvements imply higher profits and thus
strongerincentives to do research. The growth
rate also increases with 0 and y, the two efficiency parametersof research. It is also obviously decreasing with the rate of time
preference, p. More interestingly, growth decreases with the numberof industries(keeping
population constant). This is a dilution effect:
with more industries,a researchinvestmenthas
a probabilityof success, 0, to yield a monopoly
over a smaller part of the economy, 1/n, and a
probabilityof success, y (lower than 3), over a
larger part of the economy, (n - 1)/n.
B. Steady State of the ProbabilityDistribution
of City Sizes

1)y

[/3 + (n - 1) ,]8

Note first that the steady state is characterized
by constant employment in each industry for
both production and research, as well as constant nominal wages: with aggregate expenditure normalized to n, consumers benefit
from growth through lower quality-adjusted
prices. As usual in the endogenous growth
literature, the subjective discount rate must be
low enough, i.e., p a (6 - 1)[P + (n 1)y]/n, for research employment to be positive.

Turning to city sizes, recall that each firm
with a monopoly over the highest quality in an
industry is the sole producer in this industry.
Furthermore,because of local spillovers, research is geographically tied to production.
Consequently, symmetry across industries and
free worker mobility imply that the population
of a city is 1/n times its numberof monopolies.
Thus, the latter quantityis a sufficient statistic
to describe a city. As a shorthand,the numberof
active industries in a city is referred to as its
size.
To explore the propertiesof the model with
respect to the size distributionof cities, I first
solve analytically for the steady state of the
probability distribution. This is a situation
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wherethe numberof cities of any size is expected to stay constant.More formally,it is
such that
(23)

E[mi(t + dt)] - mi(t) =

0,

where mi(t) is the numberof cities with i industries at time t. Note that this correspondsto a
limit case for which cities would be perfectly
divisible. In particular,condition (23) imposes
point-wise stationarity,which cannot generally
be satisfied with a finite discrete number of
cities. This limit case is nonetheless a very
useful approximationto understandthe working
of the model and to exhibit its main properties.
A number of other properties,such as convergence toward steady state and the fluctuations
around it when cities are not divisible, are explored by means of simulationsin Section IV.
Note first that in absence of cross-industry
innovation between t and t + dt, the urban
structureis left unchanged.Changes in the size
distributionof cities happen only when a second-natureindustry is improved by a research
firm located in a different city. In this case, a
city loses an industry while anothergains one.
Conditional on the occurrence of a crossindustry innovation between t and t + dt, the
numberof cities of size 1, m1, increases by one
unit when a second-natureindustrylocated in a
city of size 2 is successfully improved by research in an industry located in anothercity of
size 2 or above. All n(n - 1) possible crossindustryinnovations occur with the same probability. Since there are m2 second-nature
industriesin cities of size 2, each of which can
each be improved by one of n - m, - 2 other
industries, the conditional probability of this
event is thus
m2 X (n - m - 2)
n(n - 1)
Again, because dt can be made arbitrarilysmall,
the terms in (dt)2 and higher order can be neglected. Hence, cases like that of a city of size
3 losing its two second-natureindustriesover dt
can be neglected so that equation (24) accounts
for all possible increases in mil.
The number of cities of size 1, mi, declines
by one unit when a second-natureindustry,not

MARCH2007

locatedin a city of size 2, is successfullyimprovedby researchin a city of size 1. Since
therearen - m - m2suchindustriesthatcanbe
capturedby m, industriesin citiesof size 1, this
eventoccurswiththe conditionalprobability
(n- m - m2) X mi
n(n - 1)
In the steady state defined by (23), the probability of having one more city of size 1 must
equal that of having one less city of the same
size. Equality of (24) and (25) implies

n-2
In Appendix A, the reasoning is generalized
to cities of size i > 2. For any i ax 1, equation
(23) then becomes
i(n - i - 1)mi,+ = [(2i - l)n

(27)

-

im - 2i(i - 1)]mi

-

(i-

1)(n-m-i+2)mi-l.

Note that (26) is a special case of (27) for which
i = 1. AppendixA also shows thatthe sequence
defined by equation (27) admits the following
closed-form solution:
(28)
=

m(m - 1) j= m-2n+-m-i+j
n-1H
n-mi+j
j=lI

The first importantpropertyof equation(28)
is that the steady state of the probabilitydistribution is fully characterizedby its numbersof
cities and industries,m and n. The otherparameters of the model affect only the growthrate of
output: a more innovative research sector
(higher 3 and y), larger quality improvements
(higher 8), and a higher supply of investment
(lower p) all lead to higher growth. In turn,
higher growth means a faster convergence toward steady state. However, this steady state is
itself determinedsolely by how many cities are
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C. Propertiesof the SteadyState:TheFast
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FIGURE2. PLOTOF THESTEADYSTATEOF THE
PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION

Notes: The figure plots equation (28) with m = 232 cities
and n = 1,500 industries(each with 22,800 workers).These
values are the same as those used below to replicate the
French urban system.

competing for the existing industries. A small
number of external parameterswill turn out to
be a very useful propertyto assess the model
quantitativelyin Section IV. Nonetheless putting more structurein the modeling of cities will
lead to qualify this result in Section V.
The second importantproperty of equation
(28) is that mi decreases monotonically with i.
As shown in greaterdetail below, this result is
driven by the fact that larger cities have more
second-nature industries to lose at home and
fewer to gain from outside than smaller cities.
Hence, the expected growthrate of largercities
is lower and, in turn,there are fewer of them in
steady state. The precise shape of the distribution in (28) is also explored more in depth
below. To fix ideas at this stage, it is nonetheless useful to representequation (28) in a log
rank-log size plot. Figure 2 does this for m =
232 cities and n = 1,500 industries (each with
22,800 workers).These parametervalues correspond to those used in Section IV to replicate
the French city size distribution.16
16
This graph must be read with some caution. Recall
that the steady state of the probabilitydistributionignores
the indivisibility of cities. Consequently, the size corresponding to log Rank = 0 in Figure 2 is that of the
fractional city of rank 1. There are other larger fractional

Accordingto the model,over a given time
shouldbe experiencing
greater
period,industries
turbulence
thancities,becausethe growthof a
given city is the sum of the industriesit gains
minustheindustries
it loses.Overa givenperiod,
citieswill, in general,experiencebothgainsand
losses of industries.Consequently,
the sum of
theiremployment
gainsandlossesacrossindustriesshouldbe largerthantheiroverallpopulation
is consistent
withtheevchange.Thisprediction
in Section1.17
idencepresented
Second,accordingto the coremechanismof
the model,moreinvestmentin researchshould
lead industriesto move up the qualityladder
faster,andfasterprogressshouldbe associated
withmorespatialmobility.In theirstudyof the
determinants
of industrymobilityin the United
States, Arzaghiand Davis (2005) find some
robustsupportin thisdirection.Thespatialmobilityof industriesappearsto be stronglyassociatedwiththeiremploymentshareof scientists
andengineersandwiththeirexpenditureshare
in R&D.Thereis also a strongpositiveassociation betweenthe mobilityof industriesand
theirtotalfactorproductivity.
Third,the growthin industry-cityemploymentshouldbe negativelyrelatedto its initial
level.Thisis becauseindustrymobilityinvolves
a city withan establishedindustrylosingit and
in thisindustry
a city withoutprioremployment
In
it.
his
of
gaining
analysis
employment
areas,
changesby sectoracrossUS metropolitan
CurtisJ. Simon(2004) findsa strongnegative
correlationbetweeninitial sectoremployment
andits subsequentgrowth.
Finally, the model also implies that larger
cities are more likely both to lose and gain
industriesso thatindustrychurningshouldincities of rank 0.99, 0.98, etc. Hence, the fractional city of
rank 1 is expected to be smaller than the largest indivisible
city. A similardistortion,albeit smaller,also exists for cities
of rank2 and below. Unsurprisingly,in Section IV, the plot
of the outcome of the simulationsusing the same parameter
values (Figure 3, panel A) exhibits a larger largest city, a
slightly larger second largest city, etc., than Figure 2.
17 This is consistent with the microfoundationsof the
model, R. Jason Faberman(2005), in his study of employment dynamics in cities, finds thathigh employmentgrowth
in cities is associated with a strong presence of young
establishments that tend to experience fast employment
growth.
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crease with city size. Furthermore,when a
cross-industryinnovation takes place in a city,
the likelihood that the improvedindustryis already located there increases with the size of
that city. To take an extreme case, a city of size
n - m + 1 can no longer grow since it already
hosts all second-natureindustries.For this city,
the probability of losing an industry is also
small, since it can occur only through crossindustry innovation originating from a firstnatureindustryin anothercity. More generally,
this own-size effect implies that the probability
of gaining and losing industries increases less
than proportionatelywith city size.'18
To test this importantprediction,I regressed
the log of the index of sectoral reallocationfor
each US metropolitanarea between 1977 and
1997 (as defined by equation (1)) on the log of
city employment in 1977. Since the index of
sectoral reallocationis normalizedby city population, a coefficient above -1 signifies an increase in reallocation with city size. If this
increase is less than proportionalto city size,
this coefficient should also be below zero. The
results are supportive of the prediction, since
the coefficient is -0.21 with a standarderrorof
0.016. When restricting the analysis to manufacturing industries, the coefficient is -0.30
with a standarderrorof 0.016. Reproducingthe
same exercise for 217 French cities between
1985 and 1993 yields significantcoefficients of
-0.20 for all industries and -0.14 for manufacturing only.
D. Properties of the Steady State: The Slow
Following industry churning, cities in the
model experience small positive or negative
shocks, driving them slowly up or down the
urban hierarchy. This prediction is obviously
consistent with the slow mobility of cities within
their distributiondocumentedin Section I.
Beyond this, the model also predictsthatover
a period of time, there should be a distribution
of growth rates across cities. Some cities will
receive many new industries and grow a lot.
Others, on the contrary,will lose many industries and experience a strongdecline. By the law
'8 Going againstthis is the fact thatfirst-natureindustries
cannot be lost and are relatively more importantin small
cities. However, the own-size effect can be shown to dominate in the upper tail.

of large numbers,however, most cities should
receive both positive and negative shocks and
enjoy a rate of growth close to the mean. To
verify this prediction(as well as all the predictions that follow and do not involve the sectoral
composition of cities), it is preferableto use the
most comprehensivesample of cities. I thus use
data for 232 Frenchurbanareas (the same sample as in Section I after reintegratingthe 15
cities with data problems at the sectoral level)
and 922 US metropolitanand micropolitanareas (ratherthanthe 272 metropolitanareasused
above).19 In both countries, a nonparametric
estimation of the probability distributionfunction for city growthrates yields a single-peaked
distributionskewed to the right.
It is also possible to compute the expected
growth rate of cities as a function of their size.
Conditionalon a cross-industryinnovationtaking place, the probabilityof a city with i industries gaining an industry is equal to the
probabilityof the innovationtaking place there,
i/n, multiplied by the probability of the improved industrybeing a second-natureindustry
originally located in anothercity, (n - m - i +
1)/(n - 1). By the same token, the probabilityof
losing an industryis equal to [(i - 1)/(n - 1)]
x [(n - i)/n]. After simplification, the conditional expected growth of a city is
n - im
(29)

g(i)

=

(n - 1)ni

This quantity decreases with i. Hence, the
model predicts that city growth should be negatively correlatedwith size.20
The relationshipbetween the growth and size
of cities has been often investigated. Mean reversion, that is, a negative effect of initial size
on subsequentgrowth,is a pervasivefindingin the

19
As defined by the US Census Bureau, micropolitan
areas must have an urbancluster with a populationbetween
10,000 and 50,000. Micropolitanareas do not overlap with
metropolitanareasand are smallerthancounties, ratherthan
entire counties or aggregates thereof. With consistent definitions for metropolitanareas, micropolitanareas can thus
be viewed as an addition of smaller cities to the original
sample.
20 Note, however, that when n is
large, the range for g(.)
may be small. As shown below in the simulations, for a
realistic amountof churningacross cities, the growth rateof
most (if not all) cities may not appear to be significantly
different from zero over a decade.
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literature(see Gabaix and loannides 2004 for a
discussion). Black and Henderson (2003) find
strong mean reversion for US metropolitanareas in their decade-by-decadeanalysis covering
the twentiethcentury.They confirmearlierfindings by Glaeser, Jose A. Scheinkman,and Andrei Shleifer (1995), who find that mean
reversion also holds when controlling for other
factors associated with urban growth. For corroboration,the same exercise can be conducted
for the 232 largest French metropolitanareas
between 1990 and 1999. When regressingaverage annualgrowth on log initial population,the
coefficient is highly significant at -0.11.
The model also providesa predictionregarding the varianceof the growthof cities. Because
in large cities cross-industry innovations are
more likely to improve industries that are already located there, the varianceof city growth
is expected to decline with size. Formally,conditional on a cross-industryinnovation taking
place, the variance of the growth of a city of
size i is
(30)

2(i)

=

in-m-i+l

i-i
n-1

-

n-i
n

/i+1

1
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relative changes, as predictedby the model. To
be more systematic, I followed Overman and
loannides (2001) and regressed the "variance"
of the growthof each city for the 1990s (i.e., the
squareof its growth minus the cross-city mean)
on the log of its initial size and its square.For
both French and US cities, the two coefficients
have the expected sign and are highly significant, indicating a decreasing, convex relationship between the variance of city growth and
initial size.
E. Properties of the Steady State: The Still
The existence of a steady state with smallscale fluctuationsaroundit reproducesthe stability of the distributionof city sizes. The steady
state characterized by equation (28) is also
skewed. To investigate this skewness more in
depth, mi and mi+1 can be written using equation (28). Simple algebra then yields

(31)

mi+1 n+ 1-m-i
= n-l-i
mi

2

i-1

i

i(2n - m + 2 - 2i) - n
n(n - 1)i
Simple algebra then shows that this variance is
a decreasingand convex function of city size, i.
The relationshipbetween the variance of the
growth rate of city population and the initial
size is far less frequentlyinvestigated than the
growth-size relationship. Henry G. Overman
and loannides (2001) find that second-tiercities
experience more mobility than first-tiercities in
the United States, while Eaton and Eckstein
(1997) find a similar patternfor French cities.
Among the 922 US metropolitanand micropolitan areasfor the 1990s, only one (Las Vegas) of
the ten fastest growing cities and none of the ten
fastest declining cities had a 1990 population
above 200,000. A similar pattern emerges for
the 232 Frenchurbanareas.Only one city in the
top ten (Nice) and one in the bottom ten (St.
Etienne) had a 1990 populationabove 100,000.
Thus, smaller cities seem to experience larger

It is convenient to note that for any continuous
distribution m(i), the local Zipf's coefficient,
ax(i),estimated in a log Population-log Rank
plot is such that (am(i)/ai)(ilm(i)) = -1 C(i).21The discreteequivalentof this expression
for the sequence mi is
(32)
mi+i

- mi

mi/i

(m - 3)i - n + 1

n- 1 - i

For small cities, the Zipf's coefficient is low,
which correspondsto a quasi-flatZipf's curve
(recall that n > m implies m2 mI through
equation (26)). As larger cities are considered,
the Zipf's coefficient increases (a8d/i > 0). Put
differently,the steady-stateZipf's curve is concave with a Zipf's coefficient below one in the
lower tail and above one in the upper tail.
The intuition for this result is the following.
If cities were to gain or lose industries with a
21 This correspondsto a local approximationby a power
law. For instance, when Zipfs law is verified, the probability distributionfunction follows m(i) = ai-2, where a is
a positive constant(and the countercumulativeis classically
ai-'). Then, it can be readily verified that C(i) = ax= 1.
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probabilityproportionalto their size, this would
imply Zipf's law (Gabaix1999; Duranton2006).
As shown above, the model here deviates from
this well-knownbenchmarkbecause the chances
of losing an industryincreasemore thanproportionatelywith city size while the chancesof gaining an industryincreaseless thanproportionately.
These two featureslead to a steady state, which
is less skewed than Zipf's law in the uppertail.
This predictionof a concave Zipf's curve is not
counterfactual.A concave Zipf's curve is indeed observed for the 922 US metropolitanand
micropolitanareas and for the 232 Frenchurban
areas (see Figure 3, panels A and B, below, for
graphical representations).This feature is also
observed in many other countries (Kenneth
Rosen and Mitchell Resnick 1980; Kwok Tong
Soo 2005) and it holds at the world level (Henderson and Hyoung Gun Wang 2005).
Finally, with all industries being symmetric
and having only one location, an obvious prediction of the model is that largercities should
host more industries.Indeed, small cities tend to
be highly specialized in their manufacturing
employment, while large cities are more diversified (Black and Henderson2003).
In conclusion, the model is successful at replicating the three stylized facts mentionedin the
introduction. Furthermore,there is also some
empirical supportfor its other predictions.
IV. Simulationsand QuantitativePredictions
With the model able to match many qualitative features of existing city size distributions,
the importantissue at this stage is to know how
good an approximationit provides in quantitative terms. Because the steady state of the probability distributionexplored above is just a limit
case, a quantitativeevaluation may be carried
out only by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
The size distributions of cities for France in
1999 and for the United States in 2000 are used
as benchmarks.
To performthese simulations,recall thatonly
two parametersmust be exogenously set, m and
n. To limit the number of degrees of freedom,
the values for these two parametersshould be
obtained from the empirical distributions.Regarding the number of cities, m, the data for
both countries are quasi-exhaustive, so that
mFrance= 232 and mus = 922. Obtaining a
value for the number of industries, n, is more
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difficult. The procedure to derive n from the
data is detailed in Appendix B. It relies on the
idea that the system is close to its steady state
and thus the smallest cities have only one industry. This procedureyields nFrance = 1,500
and nus = 12,820 (or a populationper industry
of 22,800 in France and 20,400 in the United
States).
For both sets of parameters,1,000 sequences
of simulations are run. Each sequence takes
place as follows. Initially the n industries are
distributedacrossthe m cities proportionatelyto
their existing population.22In the US case, this
allocation implies 898 industries for "New
York," 606 for "Los Angeles," etc. Then, note
that the only events of interest are the crossindustry innovations,because own-industryinnovations leave the distribution of city sizes
unchanged.It is thereforeconvenient to redefine
the time scale and discretize it so that consecutive cross-industryinnovationsoccur at consecutive dates. This "normalization"is withoutloss
of generality,since the previous section showed
that the rate of innovation did not affect the
steadystate.At thefirstdate,the first"innovating"
industryis picked at random,with all industries
equally likely to innovate.Its corresponding"innovated"industryis also drawnfrom the pool of
(mobile) second-natureindustries.The innovated
industrythenrelocatesto the city of the innovating
industry.The process is repeatedfor subsequent
dates. By simulatinga large numberof innovations (e.g., one million), one can check that the
steadystateis reached,since any numberof extra
draws(e.g., 10,000)has only a minimaleffect on
the averageZipf's coefficientfor the 1,000 distributions(less than0.01).
Each sequence of simulations thus yields a
fictitious populationfor each city. After ranking
cities by decreasing log size within each sequence, the mean log size across simulationsis
computedfor eachrank.This quantitycan thenbe
plotted and compared to the empirical Zipf's
curve. Panels A and B in Figure 3 representthe
results for Franceand the United States.In both
cases, the fit is good, albeit seemingly betterfor
the UnitedStatesthanfor France.These two panels also plot the 5- and 95-percent confidence
22
Eachcity receives,first,the integerpartof the ratioof its
populationby the size of an industry(22,800 for France in
1999 and20,400 for the UnitedStatesin 2000). The remaining
industriesare allocatedaccordingto the largestremainder.
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FIGURE3. BASELINESIMULATIONS

Notes: Panels A and B plot the actual distributionsof city sizes, Zipf's law, the mean rank-size distributionsfrom the
simulations,and their 5- and95-percentconfidencebands for Franceand the United States, respectively. Panels C and D plot
the actual observations for the normalized growth rates of French and US cities during the 1990s against their 1990
populations,the nonparametricestimationsof these growth patterns(labelled NP), the mean growthrates for each size from
the simulations,and their 5- and 95-percentconfidence bands. Panels E and F plot the actualobservationsfor the normalized
squared-growthof cities duringthe 1990s against their 1990 populations,the nonparametricestimationsof these (labelled
NP), the mean-squaredgrowth for each size from the simulations, and their 95-percent confidence band. The 5-percent
confidence band is 0 throughoutfor both countries.
Source: US Census Bureau(1990 and 2000 Censuses), INSEE (1990 and 1999 Censuses), and author'ssimulations.
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bands.These bandsgive an indicationof the variationgeneratedby the model.Theirinterpretation
in termsof statisticaltest shouldbe downplayed,
since by constructionno simulatedcity has a populationbelow 20,000 (because of fixed industry
size), while this is the case for actualFrenchand
US cities at the bottomof the distribution.Hence,
the smallestsimulatedcities (withonly one industry) always lie outsidethe confidencebands.
To evaluate more precisely how well the
model fits the data, the empirical variances for
log city sizes, varFrancefor 1999 and varus for
2000, are firstcomputed.Then,the mean squared
differencesbetweenthe actualdistributionandthe
mean simulateddistribution,msdFranceand msdus
for the same dates,are computedin the following
fashion:
1
(33) msd = m

m

[Actual log Size(j)

j=1

- Mean log Simulated Size(j)]2,
where j is the rank of cities. Finally, the R2 is
calculatedaccordingto R2 = 1 - msd/var.Like
for the R2 used in regression analysis, it takes a
value of 100 percent when the mean simulated
values reproduceexactly the actualvalues and a
value of 0 when the mean simulatedvalues are
all equal. However, unlike "regression R2,"
which result from an optimization,the R2 used
here can be negative.23
As an alternative to the model (though it
ignores industry churning), Zipf's law can be
evaluated in the same way. Under Zipf s law,
the expected distributionof city sizes on a log
size-log rankplot is a straightline of slope -1.
It should therefore be that the population in a
"Zipf urban system" is the same as that of the
empirical urban system it seeks to replicate.
These two features are enough to characterizea
counterfactualZipf urban system. Thus, the fit
of Zipf's law can be evaluated without simulations. The Zipf counterfactualsfor France and
the United States are also plotted in Figure 3,
panels A and B.
23

Negative R2occur when the varianceof the difference
between the empirical distributionand the simulations is
greaterthan the variance in the empiricaldistribution.This
can happen if the largest simulated city becomes much
larger than its empirical counterpart.
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For France, the R2 of the simulations is a
satisfactory 85 percent. Zipf's law nonetheless
does better since its R2 is 97 percent. This last
result is not very surprisingsince the OLS Zipf
coefficient for France is -0.97 with a regression R2 of 98 percent. Interestingly,the simulated Zipf s curves are concave like the French
Zipf s curve, though more so. For the United
States, the performanceof the simulations is
better than in the French case, with an R2 of 91
percent. This is also better than Zipf's law
(R2 = 89 percent).The simulatedZipfs curves
also replicate the concavity of the US Zipf's
curve but exaggerateit again.
In a nutshell, in a log size-log rankplot, the
Zipf's curve generatedby Zipf s law are "too
straight"while those generatedby the model are
too concave. Since the US Zipf s curve is more
concave than the French, the model does better
in this formercase and worse in the latter.Note
finally that because industries are symmetric,
the simulatedZipf s curves are stepwise continuous in their lower tail. Having some heterogeneity in industry sizes would, of course, get
rid of this counterfactualproperty, since the
smallest cities would no longer bunch at the
employment size of the representativeindustry.
Introducingsome heterogeneityin industryemployment could also introducethe possibility of
more dispersionin the uppertail when a number
of large industrieslocate in the same city. This
realistic extension would, however, require a
very detailed estimation of industry size heterogeneity and is best left for future work.
Simulations are also useful to examine how
well the model can replicate other moments of
existing city size distributions, namely the
growth and variance of French and US cities
duringthe 1990s. The simulationshere are constructedas follow. For each country, industries
are initially distributedacross cities proportionately to their size in 1990. Then a series of
cross-industry innovations is drawn and the
simulations proceed as before. A key question,
of course, is how many shocks to draw. I assume that a thirdof industriesare hit by crossindustry innovations (i.e., 500 industry shocks
for Franceand4,270 for the United States).This
is a conservative figure, since for the United
States between 1987 and 1997, the average of
the index of reallocationacross sectors and cities, Churnc(calculatedover a ten-year interval
instead of annual intervals as in equation (1)),
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net of population growth is around40 percent.
These simulationsare repeated1,000 times. For
each simulatedcity, the initial and final sizes are
compared to compute the growth rate and its
square.Then, the mean growthof cities for each
initial size, as well as the 5- and 95-percent
confidence bands, can be nonparametricallyestimated.This informationis plotted in Figure 3
(panel C for France and panel D for the United
States).These two figuresalso plot the (normalized) growth of all cities and a nonparametric
estimate of the empirical growth-size relationship for France and the United States. The exercise is then repeated for the variance. It is
plotted in Figure 3, panels E and F.
The importantconclusionhere is thata rateof
sectoral reallocation across cities of a third per
decade yields (more than) enough variation to
be consistent with the observed patterns of
growth. In Figure 3 (panels C to F), only very
few cities are outside the confidence bands. For
France, only five cities in 232 had a rate of
growth outside the bands, while only two had
too large a variance.For the simulatedUS sizegrowth relationship, the number of cities outside the bands is larger but still well below 5
percent (26 in 933), while only four cities were
outside the variance bands.24
V. AddingUrban Featuresto the Benchmark
The main drawbackof the model in Section II
is its simplistic modeling of cities with neither
costs nor benefits to size. This fits uneasily with
the large literaturedocumentingthat cities face
a trade-offbetween variousforms of agglomeration economies and crowding costs.
24
Using the same R2 approachas previously,the performance of the model can be comparedto that of Gibrat'slaw
(i.e., all cities face a randomgrowth process with the same
meanandvariance),whichis the most populargrowthprocess
underlyingZipf's law. For both growth and variance, the
model has a betterperformancethan Gibrat'slaw for French
cities anda slightlyworseperformancefor US cities,reversing
the results above regardingthe steady-statedistribution.Not
too muchemphasisshouldbe puton this comparison,since the
differencesstem mostly fromthe lower tail. The high growth
and variancein the Frenchlower tail is bettercapturedby the
model,whereasthe lowergrowthandvariancein the US lower
tail is bettercapturedby Gibrat'slaw.
25 See Durantonand
Puga (2004) for a recent survey of
the theoreticalliterature,and Rosenthal and Strange (2004)
for a review of its empiricalcounterpart.A single location
for each industrycould, however, be interpretedas agglom-
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Adding agglomeration economies in final
productionwould make labor more efficient in
larger cities, while crowding costs would make
it more costly. The profit of monopolists may
increase or decrease depending on which force
dominates.Monopoly profitsthen determinethe
incentives for researchfirms to invest, which in
turn affect the growth of cities. Agglomeration
economies in researchwould have a more direct
effect and make researchlabor more innovative
in larger cities, while crowding costs would
make it more costly.
To solve the model with agglomerationeconomies, one would need to derive a solution to
the size-innovation relationshipaccounting for
these features.Because of workermobility, general equilibriumeffects imply that the expected
growth of any city depends (nonlinearly)on the
entiredistributionof city sizes so thatno closedform solution can be obtained.26
Instead, the objective of this section is more
modest. I consider a reducedform, wherebythe
probability of an innovation taking place in a
city with i industries in steady state is proportional to i X (i), where tr(i) is the innovativeness of the city relative to its size. This reduced
form can encapsulateany trade-offbetween agglomerationeconomies in research and crowding costs. Crowding costs alone imply i(i)' <
0, whereas agglomeration economies in research alone imply I(i)' > 0.27Since this func-

eration economies within industries (a.k.a. localization
economies).
26Because of the complex stochastic forward-looking
nature of the dynamics, even simulations are well beyond
the scope of this paper.To see this, note that the underlying
dynamics is non-Markovin the sense that the growth of a
city between t and t + At affects its expected growth
between t + At and t + 2At, etc. In turn,this affects ex ante
investment.
27 This exercise is "partial"since agglomerationeconomies in production are ignored (or assumed to cancel out
directly with crowding costs). This omission is not as important as it seems. First, with agglomerationeffects, the
level of employmentin industrieswill depend on the size of
the city. With each industry receiving a constant share of
expenditureand modest agglomerationeconomies, this effect is unlikely to be large. Second, agglomerationeconorries in productionaffect the profitof monopolists and thus
the incentive to invest in research.This second effect can be
ignored since it is redundantwith the direct effect of agglomerationeconomies in research.Finally, note that ignoring agglomerationeffects in productionmakes it possible to
focus the simulations on the key function qi(i), without
introducingtoo many degrees of freedom.
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TABLE2-SUMMARY STATISTICS
FORTHESIMULATIONS

France
o100

e = 0
e = 0.005
e = 0.01
e = 0.02
e = 0.025
e = 0.03
e = 0.04
e = 0.05
Zipf's law
Empiricalvalues

1.28
1.25
1.21
1.15
1.09
1.07
1.04
1.04
1.00
1.02

United States

C232

R2 (percent)

0.83
0.84
0.84
0.85
0.95
1.02
1.11
1.17
1.00
0.97

85
88
89
92
97
92
80
67
97
-

1loo

1.49
1.40
1.22
1.11
1.07
1.04
1.00
0.96
1.00
1.07

C232

R2 (percent)

0.71
0.73
0.88
1.09
1.16
1.23
1.35
1.44
1.00
0.82

91
93
80
44
30
16
-5
-25
89

Notes:Empiricalvaluesarefor 1999(France)and2000 (UnitedStates).TheCcoefficientsreportedin thedifferentcolumns
areestimatedas in equation(5) for the numberof citiesin subindex.TheR2areevaluatedas describedabove.

tion, iaxi), is not derived explicitly from an
underlying model, some external information
should be used for calibrationpurposes.
Unfortunatelydifferent proxies for urbaninnovativeness (such as patentingper capita,rates
of firm creation, or various measure of city
education) give fairly different estimates for
f(i).28It is thus betterto take values for i(i) that
are within an empirically plausible range and
look at how changes in 1(i) affect the steadystate distribution,instead of using a particular
data source and a "carefullyselected" estimate
for the size-innovationrelationship.In their review of the empirical literature,Rosenthal and
Strange (2004) argue that most estimates for
agglomerationeconomies imply an elasticity of
productivityto size in the 3- to 8-percentrange.
These estimates concern gross agglomeration
economies. After taking crowding costs into
account, a 0- to 5-percent range is probably
realistic for net agglomerationeconomies.
28
Patenting (i.e., average number of utility patents per
capita between 1990 and 1999 for US metropolitanareas
from the US Patent and TrademarkOffice) is arguablythe
best proxy, but the estimates are sensitive to the chosen
functional form. This is in part because there is a peak of
innovativeness for populationbetween half a million and a
million (the five most innovative US cities are San Jose,
California;Boulder, Colorado; Rochester, New York; and
Saginaw and Ann Harbor,Michigan). Looking at firm creation leads to the same broad pattern(a per capita increase
with city size that tails off for largercities), but the elasticities are much smaller (around 1 to 2 percent as opposed to
10 percentor more). The proportionof universitygraduates
in the city work force also implies high elasticities, whereas
for the average years of education the elasticities are much
smaller.

Using the same simulation approachas previously, the effect of agglomerationeconomies
in research net of crowding costs can be assessed quantitatively.The only difference with
the baseline simulations is that the probability
of a city generatingan innovation is no longer
proportionalto its size, but rather is proportional to its size times tr(i) = ie, with e being
allowed to vary over the 0- to 5-percentrange.
The parametere captures net dynamic economies of scale: the probability of innovating
within a given industry increases by 1 + e
percent when the size of its city increases by 1
percent.
An increase in net agglomerationeconomies
in research,e, makes largercities more likely to
innovate relative to smaller cities. Hence, the
expected growth of larger cities relative to
smaller cities should increases with e. As a
result, the steady-state distribution should become more skewed in the upper tail. Smaller
cities will also find it more difficult to grow so
that there should be more of them in steady
state.
This is exactly what we observe in the simulations. A summaryof the results is given in
Table 2. As e increases, the upper tail becomes
more skewed, as shown by the decline of the
for
Zipf's coefficients for the upper tails (ClOO
France and C15o for the United States). As e
increases, there are also more smaller cities.
This implies a higher Zipf' s coefficient for the
lower tail. Given that there are many more
cities in the lower tail than in the upper tail,
the second effect dominates and a rise in e
leads to higher Zipf's coefficients for the entire
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FIGURE 4. SIMULATIONS WITH SCALE EFFECTS IN INNOVATION

Notes: The figuresplot the actualdistributionsof city sizes, the mean rank-sizedistributionsfrom the augmentedsimulations,
and their 5- and 95-percentconfidence bands for Franceand the United States, respectively. Panel A was producedwith 232
cities, 1,500 industrieseach with 22,800 workers, and e = 0.025. Panel B was producedwith 932 cities, 12,820 industries
each with 20,400 workers, and e = 0.007 + 0.05/i0.2.
Source: US Census Bureau(2000 Census), INSEE (1999 Census), and author's simulations.

distributions(ax232 for France and C922 for the
United States). Furtherincreases in e lead to
some convexity in the upper tail and further
reductionsof the concavity in the lower tail.
Since the baseline case (e = 0) generated
overly concave Zipf's curves, a positive e may
thus improve on the performanceof the baseline. For France, the best fit is obtainedfor e =
2.5 percent. With this value of e, the performance of the simulationsis better than that of
Zipf's law. With R2 = 97.2 percent, there is
little room for improvementbecause the lumpiness of industriesmakes it impossible to get an
R2 above 98.5 percent. Panel A of Figure 4
shows that the mean simulation is indeed very
close to its empiricalcounterpart.It also shows
that all French cities with a population above
30,000 are within the confidence bands of the
simulations. For the United States, the R2 is
maximized for e = 0.5 percent, offering only a
modest improvementon the baseline case. The
reason is that, with furtherincreases of e, the
largestcity in the simulationsbecomes too large
in comparison to New York. Because of the
large numberof second-natureindustriesin our
simulatedUS urbansystem, even a small degree
of unmitigated agglomeration economies can
lead to a very large dominantcity. This problem

is avoided by allowing (realistically) for agglomeration effects to tail off when cities get
very large. For e = 0.007 + 0.05/i0.2,the R2for
the entire US distribution is 96 percent, and
above 99 percentfor the 300 largest cities. This
functional form corresponds to net economies
of agglomeration of about 6 percent for the
smallest cities and about 2 percentfor a city the
size of New York. Panel B of Figure 4 shows
that these simulations are indeed very close to
the US urbansystem.
In conclusion, these richer simulations show
that the model can accommodateimportantfeatures of cities that were hithertoignored. Interestingly, for empirically plausible values of
agglomeration effects, the simulations can get
very close to existing urbansystems.29

29 One should not
attempt, however, to read too much
into these simulations. In particular,agglomerationeffects
cannot be precisely identifiedby applying a maximumlikelihood approach to the simulations. First, the confidence
bands get fairly wide for the largest cities. Second, higher
net agglomerationeconomies in the uppertail can be compensated by even higher agglomerationeconomies in the
lower tail to yield very similar distributionsof cities sizes.
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VI. ConcludingComments
To summarize,the contributionsof this paper
are the following. First, it provides a simple
mechanism (innovation-driven shocks at the
level of industries and cities) to explain the
growth and decline of cities. This model is able
to replicate three major stylized facts about urban evolutions: the fast, the slow, and the still.
Throughsimulations,it can also replicateeffectively various moments of the French and US
city size distributions.Second, this papershows
that the fit of the model is improved when
APPENDIX

A: STEADY

standard urban features like agglomeration
economies and crowding costs are considered.
The last contributionof the paper is more subtle. Replicating existing patterns of city size
distributionsmay not be as difficult as previously thought. This implies that the real test to
distinguish between different mechanisms like
the one highlightedhere, that of Gabaix (1999),
and any potentialalternativeis not whetherthey
can replicate observedpatterns.Insteadthe key
issue regardsthe empirical importanceof these
mechanisms as determinantsof the growth of
cities.

STATE OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The numbermi of cities of size i ax 2 grows by two units when a second-natureindustrylocatedin a
city of size i + 1 is successfullyimprovedby a researchfirmlocatedin a city of size i - 1. Since there
are n(n - 1) possible cross-industryinnovations,imi,, second-natureindustriesin cities of size i + 1,
and (i - 1)mi- 1 potential sources of innovations in cities of size i - 1, this event occurs with
probability
[imi+1] X [(i - 1)mi-11
n(n - 1)
conditionally on a cross-industryinnovation taking place. Then, mi grows by one unit when an
industryrelocates from a city of size i + 1 to a (different)city of any size, except i and i - 1. Since
there are imi+, industries that can be capturedthis way by n - (i + 1) - imi - (i - l)mi_industries,this event takes place with the conditional probability
(A2)

[imi,+]

X [n - i - 1 - imi - (i 1)mi-il

n(n - 1)

Finally, mi also increases by one unit when researchin a city of size i - 1 successfully improves a
second-natureindustrylocated in a different city of any size but i and i + 1. Since there are (i l)mi_ 1 industriesin cities of size i - 1 thatcan captureone of n - m - (i - 2) - (i - l)mi - imi+ 1
industries,this event takes place with the conditional probability
X
[(i[n - m - (i - 2) - (i - 1)mi - imi+ ]

n(n - 1)

1)mi-

]

The numbermi of cities of size i ax 2 decreasesby two units when a second-natureindustrylocated
in a city of size i is successfully improvedby a researchfirm located in anothercity of size i. Since
there are imi industriesthatcan captureone of (i - 1)(mi - 1) industries,the conditionalprobability
of this event is
(A4)

[(i

-

1)]
)(m
n(n - 1)

[imi]

Then, mi declines by one unit when an industryrelocates from a city of size i to a city of any size
except i and i - 1. With (i - l)mi industriesthatcan be capturedthis way by n - imi - (i - 1)mi- 1
industries,this event takes place with the conditional probability
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[(i - 1)mi] X [n - imi - (i - 1)mi-1 ]
n(n - 1)

(A5)

Finally, mi also decreases by one unit when research in a city of size i successfully improves a
second-natureindustrylocated in a city of any size but i and i + 1. Since there are imi industriesin
cities of size i that can captureone of n - m - (i - 1)mi - im,+ 1 industries,this event takes place
with the conditional probability
[n - m - (i - 1)mi - imi+l] X [imil
n(n - 1)
Using (A1)-(A6), the steady-statecondition (23) for i ax 2 yields equation (27) in the text. The
general solution to the sequence defined by (27), mi+ 1 = {[(2i - 1)n - im - 2i(i - 1)]mi - (i 1)(n - m - i + 2)mi-1}/[i(n - i - 1)], is
- i + 1)

F(n - m) F(n -

A well-knownpropertyof F-functionsis F(x) = (x - 1)F(x - 1). Usingthispropertyin equation
(A7) yields, aftersimplification,
j=m-2

(A8)

mim=m

n

n-m+j

j=1

(For i = 2, it is easy to verify that equation (A8) boils down to equation (26). For i 2, it can also
be verified that mi + 1, mi, and mi - 1, as derived from (A8), satisfy equation (27).) To derive m1, it mustbe noted firstthat summingindustriesacross all possible sizes for cities from
1 (the smallest) to m - n + 1 (the largest)implies In--+
mi = m. Using equation (A8) then yields
i=n-m+

i=n-m+1

(A9)

j=m-2

I

m;= m,

r
m=
i=

1i=

1n

1

+

-

m +

.

j=

To simplify this expression, it is convenient to define the series so = 0 and si = mi + si_- for all
i > 1. The general solution to this series is
n(A10)

si-

m-1

1

m, -

1 (n- i- 1) F(n - m +1)
F(n- 1) F(n-m+1-i)
F(nF(n-1)

n - im-1

m'

For the largest possible city size, i = n - m + 1, we have F(n - m + 1 - i) = F(0) = +oo, so that
the last term in equation(A10) is zero. Consequently,this yields
(All)

Sn-m+l

n-1
m-

1 m,

since,by definition,sn-m+1= m, ml is givenby
(A12)

m

=

m(m - 1)
n-i

Finally, inserting equation(A12) into (A8) yields equation (28) in the text.
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APPENDIXB: SIMULATIONS:
DERIVINGAN EMPIRICAL
VALUE FORN

Note first that equation (A12) can be rewrittenas
1
(n

1
m(m 1)

+1

ml

Then, assume that the smallest m1 cities in the empirical distributionhave only a single industry.
the average size of the m1 smallest cities in the distribution. In this case, the
Denote
Size(ml)
X n =
that Size(m1), which is also the size of an industry,is such that
model implies
Size(ml)
where
overall
urban
this
into
denotes
the
Pop,
Pop
population.Inserting
equality
(B1) implies that
as
the
of
can
be
(empirical) fixed-point
finally computed
m1
Pop
- 1
m(m1)
Size(m) = m(m
ml MI+1

(B2)

In France,the populationof the 232 largest cities is 34.2 m. The 36 smallest cities have an average
populationof circa 22,800. These numbersapproximatelyverify equation(B2) (subjectto the integer
constraintregardingthe numberof cities). We thus obtain nFrance = 1,500. For the United States,the
overall urban population of the 922 largest areas is 261.5 m. The average population of the 66
smallest areas is around 20,400. Again these numbers approximatelyverify equation (B2). They
imply nus = 12,820.
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